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Abstract Continuous health status monitoring of the persons equipped with
Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is one of the key emerging technologies
in the area of e-healthcare. In this technology, WBANs and Medical Service
Providers (MSPs) are connected via a cloud infrastructure, where WBAN
continuously uploads the present readings of physiological parameters via base
station such as smart phone, smart watch, etc. Cloud analyzes the physiological
parameters and whenever any medical emergency of the user is detected, it
checks the infrastructural parameters including the location information of
all MSPs connected to it and finds the most appropriate MSP to handle the
medical emergency. This MSP selection task has to be performed efficiently so
that the medical treatment of the user can start as early as possible. In the
existing works, a trusted third party, namely, trusted authority (TA) actively
participates in the MSP selection process, which may take undue advantages.
The aim of the work in this paper is to remove the role of TA during MSP
selection process. However, TA will participate in the system setup phase such
that it cannot obtain any advantage in compromising the MSP selection task.
The proposed scheme has been scrutinized through an adversary model and
simulated using ProVerif tool to verify the security and privacy.
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1 Introduction

In a smart society, one natural expectation is that, if a person experiences
any sudden medical abnormality, the medical emergency event should be auto-
matically detected and thereafter reported instantly so that medical treatment
could be given at the earliest. The advancements in wireless sensor technologies
and bio-sensors that can be implanted in human body made these demands a
reality through the use of WBAN and cloud. These are used for reading the
physiological parameters continuously by WBAN and monitoring this private
health information (PHI) of human in a periodic and regular intervals by cloud
[1], [2], [3].

In WBAN, responding to a medical emergency is one of the fundamental
aim [2]. However, appropriate MSP selection during emergency is also another
very important task, as it can provide most appropriate treatment as per
patient’s need. Lacking proper treatment may put the patient’s life at risk.
Abnormality of one or more physiological readings of users are analyzed by
the cloud, and an emergency is triggered if a combination of physiological
readings is not in the normal range. In this situation, the CS helps the Medical
User (MU) to select an appropriate MSP based on the nature of emergency.
However, there are many security and privacy implications that may restrict
this technology for adoption in real life. The MUs, who wish to access this
service, have to put almost entire details of their physiological data to the
platform, which is outside of their privacy range. This can become a vital
security and privacy risk for the users. Therefore, the task of automatic MSP
selection that preserves the security and privacy of user is very important in
e-healthcare. As per our knowledge, this automatic MSP selection problem has
been addressed only in [4]. In this work, the authors have used a third party i.e.,
trusted authority (TA), which they have considered as fully trusted. However,
in this work, the internal agents of TA can access the medical information
of the users, which in turn can be misused, and that will put the users in a
security and privacy risk. This paper proposes a framework for MSP selection
in medical emergency, where the TA is utilized only to setup the system. This
framework ensures that an internal agent of TA cannot access any medical
information of the user even if the TA participates in setting up the system.
Following is the summary of the contributions in this paper:

I. In the event of emergency, the MSP whose attributes matches most closely
with the requirements of MU needs to be selected. In view of this, we
have proposed a secure and privacy preserved framework for MSP selection
in response to medical emergency of MU, where MU’s PHI and location
information privacy is preserved.
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II. Our proposed framework handles the single point of failure problem, and
prevents the third party from taking any advantage in compromising secu-
rity and privacy.

III. Emergency signal is generated whenever the PHI reading is outside the
normal range. We have identified false positive emergency signal in[4]. We
have designed the proposed framework, which is free from this problem.

IV. Security and privacy of the proposed framework has been formally analyzed
using suitable adversarial model, which ensures the required security and
privacy of the proposed framework.

Rest of the paper has been organized as follows. Related works are briefed
in Section 2. Next, our proposed framework has been described in Section 3.
Security and privacy of the proposed framework has been analyzed in Sec-
tion 4. In Section 5, performance of the proposed framework has been ana-
lyzed and compared with the scheme proposed in [4]. Finally, the work has
been concluded in Section 6.

2 Related Works

Several articles [1], [2], [5] [6], [7] have discussed different aspects of WBAN. In
particular, S. Movassaghi et al. [1] have discussed in details the IEEE 802.15.6
specifications for WBAN. X. Liang et al. [8] proposed a privacy-preserved
emergency call scheme without considering MSP selection problem. K. Zhang
et al. [9] have proposed a privacy-preserved priority-based health data aggre-
gation scheme for cloud-assisted WBAN. They have emphasized in the process
of aggregation and classification of health data. Q. Huang et al. [10] proposed a
secure collaboration and health data sharing scheme. The authors in this work
have considered only the privacy preserved collaboration between the users
suffering from similar kinds of symptoms, and how they can share the health
data among themselves. J. Sun et al. [11] have proposed a privacy-preserved
emergency response system in which they assume that a pre-decided primary
physician will always access all the health records directly from the WBAN
implanted to the user. Chun-Ta Li et al. [12] have proposed a secure cloud-
assisted architecture. In this work also, pre-defined medical care providers can
directly access and process the medical data of the user. Shin-Yan Chiou et
al. [13] proposed an approach to allow medical staff to quickly attend the
user during an emergency. In response to an accident notification, the server
immediately alerts the pre-defined medical staff for necessary treatment. A
cloud-assisted privacy preserved mobile health monitoring system (CAM) has
been proposed by H. Lin et al. in [14]. In their work, the patient monitor-
ing program has been modeled as a binary decision tree based on the ranges
of the physiological parameters. More specifically, the attribute vector of this
measurement is uniquely mapped to a binary bit block with multi-dimensional
range query (MDRQ) [15], [16]. Thus, the authors in this work have consid-
ered only the emergency detection using MDRQ scheme. We have observed
that none of the schemes proposed in [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] considers
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the MSP selection problem, and they have emphasized on other aspects of
medical emergency. The work proposed by W. Yu [4] considers the secure and
privacy preserved MSP selection problem. In this work, the authors have used
a centralized third party, namely, Trusted Authority (TA), which is considered
as fully trusted. However, the curious internal agents of TA have the scope to
compromise the health privacy of the medical users. Moreover, this scheme
has the problem of false positive emergency report, which may panic an user.
This has been proved in Claim 1.

Claim 1: The scheme proposed by W. Yu [4] generates false positive emer-
gency alert.

Proof : In [4], [14] the authors have used the MDRQ tree as depicted in
Fig. 1. Assume the normal range of a PHI is [0010, 1010], and actual reading
from MU is 1001, which is normal. Using the approach used in [4], first we
obtain the set S[0010,1010] = {001, 01, 100, 1010}. The complement of this set
is S[0010,1010]′ = {ǫ, 0, 00, 000, 0000, 0001, 1, 10, 101, 1011, 11}. Now, let us com-
pute the set S1001 = {ǫ, 1, 10, 100, 1001}. We see that, S[0010,1010]′ ∩S1001 6= φ.
The result illustrates that the current health status of MU is not normal, i.e.,
emergency, which is not correct. Hence, the proposal of W. Yu [4] generates
false positive emergency alert. Thus our claim is proved.

Fig. 1 MDRQ Tree

As we can see that except the work by W. Yu [4], none of the existing works
[8], [9] [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] have discussed the problem of secure and privacy
preserved MSP selection problem in case of medical emergency. Unfortunately,
the scheme proposed by W. Yu in [4] has the privacy leakage problem. This
motivates us to design a security and privacy preserved framework to handle
the MSP selection problem.

3 Our Proposal

In this section, we present our proposed framework. There are mainly four
components, namely, TA, CS, MUs and MSPs. TA is used only during system
initialization process, CS is the computing facilitator, MU is equipped with
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Table 1 Notations

Symbol Description

MU Medical user
MSP Medical service provider
TA Trusted authority
CS Cloud server
PHI Private health information
q Prime number
Z∗

q Multiplicative Group
G Additive Group of order q

GT Multiplicative Group of order q

g generator of G
e Bilinear pairing function G× G→ GT

n Cardinality of MU and MSP attributes
r Random number
N Nonce
Ii PHI index
θi1, θi2 Range of ith PHI
δi Random values to shift PHI range
Hi Hash function
P,Q Invertible matrices
T Integrity information of MSP
MS,MS′ Private and Public Master key of MUs
β, PKMU Private and Public key of MU
PRCS , PCS Private and Public key of CS
PRMSP , PKMSP Private and Public key of MSP
EK() Encryption under key K
DK() Decryption under key K
H′ Transformed PHI
Normal Signal to denote PHI status normal
$ Random signal to denote PHI

status not normal
Fs() selection function

WBAN and MSPs are competing for attending the medical emergency. Three
algorithms have been designed for the proposed framework. Algorithm 1 is used
to initialize several parameters along with the generation and distribution of
different keys. Algorithm 2 is used for detecting the medical emergency of the
MUs and Algorithm 3 is used for selecting the appropriate MSP from the
competing MSPs. Table 1 describes the notations used throughout the rest of
this paper.

3.1 Initialization Phase

Algorithm 1 does the system initialization. TA, MU, MSP, and CS participate
in this phase. TA generates random numbers r, a and decides the range in-
formation of all the PHIs. For example, the range of ith PHI is {θi1, θi2}. TA
then shifts the ranges of the PHIs by random values δi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) and obtains
the set S[θi1+δi,θi2+δi] = {id} using MDRQ tree, similar to [4]. Then for each
id ∈ S[θi1+δi,θi2+δi], TA computes C1, and sends these C1 values to CS. Thus,
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TA sends C1 values for all the PHIs over a secure communication channel. CS
computes its private and public key pair PRCS , PCS , and sends public key
to TA securely. Then, TA generates private and public master secret key pair
MS, MS′ and sends PCS , r, δi,MS to MU, and PCS , MS′ to MSP over secure
communication channels. The system initialization has been shown in Fig. 2.

Algorithm 1 for Initialization Phase
1. TA generates random numbers r, a ∈ Z∗

q

2. TA generates id based on PHI range using MDRQ tree, and random values δi(1 ≤ i ≤ n)
to obtain set S[thi1+δi,thi2+δi]

= {id|id ∈ Si}
3. For each id, TA Computes C1 ← Normal⊕H2(e(H1(id)a, gr)) and sends C1 values for

all the ids indexed by Ii along with A← ga to CS securely
4. CS computes private and public key pair PRCS , PCS , and sends PCS to TA securely
5. TA generates private and public key pair MS, MS′ ← gMS for master secret
6. TA sends PCS , r, δi,MS to MU, and PCS , MS′ to MSP securely

Fig. 2 Initialization of Proposed Protocol

3.2 Emergency Detection Phase

In this phase, it is checked whether the current reading of MU health pa-
rameters are in normal/abnormal range, and the MU is alerted whenever the
reading found to be in abnormal range. The proposed framework has been de-
signed such that the computation for detecting the medical status is performed
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in CS without leaking any sensitive MU information to it. This process is per-
formed through Algorithm 2. MU transforms the present reading of ith PHI by
adding δi received from TA. It then generates the set Sh′

i
= {id′|id′ ∈ Spathi

}
collecting the IDs in the path from root to the corresponding transformed
PHI value node in MDRQ tree similar to [4]. MU then randomly generates
private key β, nonce N , and computes its public key PKMU . Now, for all
id′ in Sh′

i
, MU computes C ′

1, C
′

2, which are integrity information for CS, and
N is used for authentication. MU then encrypts the nonce value N and In-
dex of PHI Ii to form EPCS

(N‖Ii). MU sends all the computed C ′

1, C
′

2 along
with PKMU , EPCS

(N‖Ii) to CS. Then, CS verifies integrity of the information
received from MU using equation 1.

e(gC
′

1 · PKMU · g
N · gIi , C ′

2)

= e(gC
′

1 · gβ · gN · gIi , C ′

2)

= e(gC
′

1+β+N+Ii , C ′

2)

= e(gC
′

1+β+N+Ii , g
1

C′

1
+β+N+Ii )

= e(g, g)
(C′

1+β+N+Ii)× 1

C′

1
+β+N+Ii

= e(g, g)

(1)

CS stops if the integrity verification is unsuccessful. Otherwise, CS checks for
medical emergency using equation 2. If CS obtains only $ i.e., abnormal value
as the output during comparison between all C1 and C ′

1, it alerts the MU with
EPKMU

(N). MU then decrypts N and does the validity check to confirm the
emergency.

Algorithm 2 for emergency detection phase

1. MU transforms PHI using δi, and generates the set Sh′

i
= {id′|id′ ∈ Spathi

}

2. MU randomly generates β, nonce N, and computes public key PKMU ← gβ

3. For all id′, MU computes C′

1 ← H1 (id
′)r , C′

2 ← g
1

C1′+β+N+Ii , encrypts N and Ii to
form EPCS

(N‖Ii)
4. MU sends C′

1, C
′

2 for all id′ along with PKMU , EPCS
(N‖Ii) to CS

5. CS verifies the integrity using equation 1, and stops on unsuccessful integrity verification
6. CS checks for medical emergency using equation 2
7. If CS does not find any value ‘Normal ’as output during comparison between all C1

and C′

1 Then

CS alerts MU with EPKMU
(N)

MU decrypts N and checks validity of
the decrypted N to detect emergency event
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C1 ⊕H2(e(C
′

1, A))

= Normal ⊕H2(e(H1(id)
a, gr))⊕H2(e(C

′

1, A)

= Normal ⊕H2(e(H1(id)
a, gr))⊕H2(e(H1

(

id′
)r

, A)

= Normal ⊕H2(e(H1(id), g)
a×r)⊕H2(e(H1(id

′), g)a×r)

=

{

Normal if id = id′

$ otherwise

(2)

3.3 MSP Selection Phase

This is an important phase of the proposed framework. In this phase, a partic-
ular MSP which has the closest infrastructural match with the requirements
of concerned MU is selected in such a way that any third party other than the
selected MSP and MU cannot compromise privacy of the user. Algorithm 3,
illustrates the MSP selection process. In this algorithm, we use fully homo-
morphic operations to add or multiply two encrypted values and partial ho-
momorphic operation to multiply a scalar quantity with an encrypted value
to form another encrypted value [17],[18], [19]. MU first generates invertible
matrices P,Q of size 3× 3 and n× n, respectively, and their inverse matrices
P−1, Q−1. It conceals its location using P−1, and attributes using Q−1 to form
CLU

and CAu
illustrated in equations 3 and 4, respectively.

CLu
=





p′11 · x1 p′12 · x2 p′13 · x3

p′21 · x1 p′22 · x2 p′23 · x3

p′31 · x1 p′32 · x2 p′33 · x3



 (3)

CAu
=











q′11 · u1 q′12 · u2 · · · q
′

1n · un

q′21 · u1 q′22 · u2 · · · q
′

2n · un

...
q′n1 · u1 q′n2 · u2 · · · q

′

nn · un











(4)

MU then encrypts its location and attributes in ELu
and EAu

respectively.
After this, MU computes it’s signature H and the ciphertexts EPKMU

(P ),
EPKMU

(Q), and then sends these along with CLu
, ELu

, CAu
, EAu

to CS. Now,
every MSP receives the signature H1 and P,Q, PKMU , N,H broadcasted by
CS. Each MSP first checks the integrity and verifies whether the received
information are from correct MU and CS or not. After successful integrity
verification, the MSP generates private and public key pair PRMSP , PKMSP .
MSP then conceals its location in CLs

and attributes in CAs
using equations 5

and 6, respectively.

CLs
= EPKMU





p11 · y1 p12 · y2 p13 · y3
p21 · y1 p22 · y2 p23 · y3
p31 · y1 p32 · y2 p33 · y3



 (5)
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Algorithm 3 for MSP selection phase
1. MU generates invertible matrices P of size 3× 3, Q of size n× n

2. MU conceals its location {x1, x2, x3} in P−1 and its attributes {u1, u2, u3, · · · , un} in
Q−1 to form CLu

, CAu
using equations 3 and 4, respectively

3. MU encrypts its location in ELu
← EPKMU

(

3
∑

i=1
x2
i

)

, and attributes in EAu
←

EPKMU

(

n
∑

i=1
u2
i

)

4. MU generates signature

H ← hMS

(

EPKMU
(P ) , EPKMU

(Q) , N, PKMU

)

, and sends it along with

CLu
, ELu

, CAu
, EAu

, N, EPKMU
(P ) , EPKMU

(Q) to CS
5. CS generates signature

H1 ← hPRCS

(

EPKMU
(P ) , EPKMU

(Q) , PKMU , H,N
)

, and broadcasts
EPKMU

(P ) , EPKMU
(Q) , PKMU ,

N,H,H1

6. MSP checks integrity of EPKMU
(P ) , EPKMU

(Q) , PKMU , H,N using H1, PCS , and
then the integrity of EPKMU

(P ) , EPKMU
(Q) , PKMU , N using H,MS′, and stops on

unsuccessful integrity
7. MSP generates private and public key pair PRMSP , PKMSP ← gPRMSP

8. MSP conceals its location in CLs
(= (CLs1

, CLs2
, CLs3

)) in CLsi
←

3
∏

j=1
E

yj
PKMU

(pji) (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) and attributes in CAsi
←

n
∏

j=1
E

aj

PKMU
(qji) (1 ≤ i ≤ n)

9. MSP encrypts its location in ELs
← EPKMU

(

3
∑

i=1
y2i

)

and attributes in EAs
←

EPKMU

(

n
∑

i=1
a2i

)

10. MSP computes the ciphertext

T ← EPKMU

(

PKMSP ||
3
∑

i=1
y2i ||

3
∑

i=1
yi

)

11. MSP encrypts Cs ← EPCS
(CLs

, ELs
, CAs

, EAs
, N, T ), and sends Cs to CS

12. CS decrypts Cs to obtain CLs
, ELs

, CAs
, EAs

, N, T

13. CS compares N received from MU with the N received from MSP and if they differ
then discards the MSP response.

14. CS obtains EPKMU

(

d21
)

using equations 7 and 8, and obtains EPKMU

(

d22
)

using
equations 9 and 10

15. CS computes EPKMU

(

d21 + d22
)

using equation 11, and EPKMU
(Fs) using equation 12

16. CS sends tuple {EPKMU

(

d21 + d22
)

, EPKMU

(

d22
)

, T} separately for each MSP, and
EPKMU

(Fs) to MU
17. MU decrypts Fs

18. MU selects one unverified tuple i.e., {EPKMU

(

d21 + d22
)

, EPKMU

(

d22
)

, T} received in
Step 16, and decrypts d21 + d22
If Fs =?d21 + d22 Then

MU decrypts d22, PKMSP ||
3
∑

i=1
y2i ||

3
∑

i=1
yi

If (Fs − d22) = (
3
∑

i=1
x2
i −

3
∑

i=1
2xiyi +

3
∑

i=1
y2i ) Then

MU computes EPKMSP
(x1, x2, x3, N), and

sends this to selected MSP
19. If MU did not send EPKMSP

(x1, x2, x3, N) to any MSP and there is at least one
unverified tuple Then

Repeat from Step 18.
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CAs
= EPKMU











q11 · v1 q12 · v2 ·v3 · · · q1n · vn
q21 · v1 q22 · v2 ·v3 · · · q2n · vn

...
qn1 · v1 qn2 · v2 ·v3 · · · qnn · vn











(6)

MSP then encrypts its location and attributes, and uploads these along
with N to CS. CS decrypts these and compares the decrypted value of N

with the value of N received from MU in current session. If this verification is
unsuccessful, CS discards this particular MSP response. For every valid MSP
response, CS separately computes the encrypted square distance between MU
and MSP locations, and squared attribute distance between MU and MSP
using equations 7, 8, 9 and 10.

CLu
· CLs

= P−1 · Lu · EPKMU
(P · Ls)

= EPKMU
(P−1 · Lu · P · Ls)

= EPKMU
(Lu · P

−1 · P · Ls)

= EPKMU
(Lu · Ls)

= EPKMU

( 3
∑

k=1

(xk · yk)

)

(7)

ELu
· ELs

· E−2
PKMU

(Lu · Ls)

= EPKMU

( 3
∑

i=1

x2
i

)

· EPKMU

( 3
∑

i=1

y2i

)

· E−2
PKMU

( 3
∑

k=1

(xkyk)

)

= EPKMU

( 3
∑

i=1

(xi − yi)
2

)

= EPKMU
(|Lu − Ls|

2) = EPKMU
(d21)

(8)

CAu
.CAs

= Q−1 ·Au · EPKMU
(Q ·As)

= EPKMU
(Q−1 ·Au ·Q ·As)

= EPKMU
(AuQ

−1 · ·Q ·As)

= EPKMU
(Au ·As)

= EPKMU

( n
∑

k=1

(uk · vk)

)

(9)
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EAu
· EAs

· E−2
PKMU

(Au ·As)

= EPKMU

( n
∑

i=1

u2
i

)

· EPKMU

( n
∑

i=1

v2i

)

· E−2
PKMU

( n
∑

k=1

(ukvk)

)

= EPKMU

( n
∑

i=1

(ui − vi)
2

)

= EPKMU
(|Au −As|

2) = EPKMU
(d22)

(10)

Then, for every MSP response, EPKMU

(

d21
)

and EPKMU

(

d22
)

are separately
combined by CS to form encrypted summation of d21 and d22 using equation 11.
CS also computes the encrypted MSP selection information EPKMU

(Fs) for
the minimum d21+d22 value using appropriate homomorphic operation through
the process similar to [4] illustrated in equation 12.

EPKMU
(d21) · EPKMU

(d22) = EPKMU
(d21 + d22) (11)

EPKMU
(Fs) =

EPKMU
(Min{

(

d21 + d22
)

MSP1
, · · · ,

(

d21 + d22
)

MSPm
})

(12)

Next, CS sends the encrypted distance information for each MSP and the en-
crypted MSP selection information to MU. Upon receiving these, MU selects
one unverified tuple {EPKMU

(

d21 + d22
)

, EPKMU

(

d22
)

, T} and decrypts d21+d22.
If the decrypted d21 + d22 value matches with the value of the decrypted Fs,
MU further verifies that the response from CS is not forged, by decrypting

d22, PKMSP ||
3
∑

i=1

y2i ||
3
∑

i=1

yi, and comparing (Fs− d22) with (
3
∑

i=1

x2
i −

3
∑

i=1

2xiyi+

3
∑

i=1

y2i ). If it matches, MU encrypts and sends it’s location and nonce value

through EPKMSP
(x1, x2, x3, N) to the selected MSP. The selected MSP de-

crypts the MU location (x1, x2, x3), and nonce value N . MSP then attends
the MU after comparing the currently received N with the nonce N received
previously. If the verification of the tuple selected is unsuccessful and there
are still one or more unverified tuples available, MU repeats this for another
unverified tuple. Finally, MU stops if either it discovered a correct tuple and
sends it’s encrypted location information to the corresponding MSP or there
is no unverified tuple available. Fig. 3 gives sketch of emergency detection and
MSP selection.

4 Security and Privacy Analysis

The proposed framework has been formally verified through appropriate ran-
dom oracle model for its privacy. Also, we have analyzed the robustness of
the proposed framework in terms of security and privacy by simulating the
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Fig. 3 Medical Emergency Detection and MSP Selection

proposed framework using the well accepted formal verification Tool ProVerif
[23], [24]. Moreover, We informally verify various other known attacks and
checks the stability of the proposed framework against these attacks. Prior to
the analysis, we introduce the threat model, which we have considered for the
formal security and privacy verification of the proposed framework.

4.1 Threat Model

In the threat model, TA and CS are assumed to be honest but curious. There-
fore, their adversarial objective is to know the medical status and/or location
of the user. However, both TA and CS will follow the protocol rules. Adversary
is capable of performing the following:

– Can eavesdrop the communication link between different entities.
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– Can intercept one or more messages over one or more communication links,
and try to obtain any sensitive information.

4.2 Privacy Analysis through Random Oracle Model

In this section, we use a random oracle model [20], [21] to scrutinize the privacy
of the proposed framework. In this analysis, a random oracle O has been
defined that can execute the following functionalities:

– Extract(i,m): This function models O to access a protocol instance i, and
subsequently obtains the message m = (m1‖m3‖m6‖m9), where m1 con-
sists of the encrypted id values that are created after reading the PHIs
using MDRQ tree in the protocol instance i. m3 consists of encrypted ma-
trices P,Q. m6 consists of the concealed PHI and location information of
MU. m9 consists of the ciphertext for location of MU, which is encrypted
using the public key of the scheduled MSP.

– GetPHI(m1,m2): This function models O to compute any one PHI value
in m2 for the protocol instance i using the ciphertext m1 and the MDRQ
tree used in i.

– GetMatrixP(m3,m4): This function models O to compute the matrix P

generated in the protocol instance i in m4 using the ciphertext m3.
– GetMatrixQ(m3,m5): This function models O to compute the matrix Q

generated in the protocol instance i in m5 using the ciphertext m3.
– GETLOCP(m6,m4,m7): This function models O to compute the location

information of MU in m7 for the protocol instance i using m6,m4 through
matrix multiplication operation.

– GetPHIQ(m6,m5,m8): This function models O to compute any one PHI
value of MU in m8 for the protocol instance i using m6,m5 through matrix
multiplication operation.

– GetLOC(m9,m10): This function models O to compute the location infor-
mation of MU in m10 using the ciphertext m9.

The random oracle O is assumed to efficiently accomplish any computational
task given a protocol instance i. Adversary A can use O to obtain the PHI
readings and/or the location information of MU used in the protocol instance i.

Theorem 1: Proposed framework preserved privacy of MU.
Proof : We design a game G for the adversary A. In this game, A will be
given a set of completed protocol instances I, and the MDRQ tree used in
I. There is an upper bound t for the duration of G, during which A has to
finish the game and return the values of some parameters to the judges J .
A can be assumed as winner if it can successfully compute any correct PHI
value and/or the location information of the MU used in i. A exploits the
functionalities of O, and randomly selects a protocol instance i ∈ I. The or-
acle O is invoked and given the protocol instance i and the MDRQ tree used
in i. O executes its functionalities using Algorithm 4. In Algorithm 4, access-
ing the protocol instance i, O first executes Extract(i,m) to obtain various
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encrypted values used in the protocol instance i. It then separates the values
collected in m using the parameters m1,m3,m6 and m9. O then executes the
function GetPHI(m1,m2) using the parameter m1, and obtains the id values.
It then computes the PHI values using the id values and the MDRQ tree.
After this, it randomly selects a PHI value from the set of PHI values it just
computed, and keeps the selected PHI value in m2. The oracle O executes
GetMatrixP(m3,m4) to obtain the matrix P ′, which is then kept in the pa-
rameter m4, and similarly, it keeps the computed matrix Q′ in the parameter
m5 after executing GetMatrixQ(m3,m5).

Algorithm 4 executed by O
Input: A protocol instance i ∈ I and the MDRQ tree
Output: Probable PHI values in parameters m5,m8 and location in parameters m7,m9

1. Selects a protocol instance i ∈ I randomly
2. Executes Extract(i,m)
3. Executes GetPHI(m1,m2)
4. Executes GetMatrixP(m3,m4)
5. Executes GetMatrixQ(m3,m5)
6. Executes GETLOCP(m6,m4,m7)
7. Executes GetPHIQ(m6,m5,m8)
8. Executes GetLOC(m9,m10)

It then executes GETLOCP(m6,m4,m7) to obtain the location informa-
tion x′

1, x
′

2, x
′

3. In this function, O first extracts the concealed location from
m6, and then obtains x′

1, x
′

2, x
′

3 in m7 after multiplying the concealed location
and matrix P ′ in m4. In similar fashion, O executes GetPHIQ(m6,m5,m8). In
this function, O extracts concealed PHIs from m6, and then obtains the PHIs
used in i after multiplying the concealed PHIs and the matrix Q′ in m5. It
then randomly selects any one PHI value and keeps this in m8. After this, O
executes GetLOC(m9,m10), and obtains the location information x′′

1 , x
′′

2 , x
′′

3 of
MU, which is then kept in m10. The computed values m2,m7,m8,m10 along
with the id of the protocol instance i are returned by the adversary A. Re-
ceiving these parameters, J execute Algorithm 5 to decide the fate of A.
Algorithm 5 uses the following function.

1. Retrieve(i,m11,m12): This function is used to retrieve the original location
information x1, x2, x3 in m11, and the original PHI readings of MU in m12

for the protocol instance i. J retrieve these parameters from the database,
which recorded the history of I.
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Algorithm 5 executed by the judges of G
Input: Values of the parameters m2,m7,m8,m10, i returned by A, t, I
Output: Winner or Not a Winner

1. If Time consumed by A is more than t Then

2. Return Not a Winner
3. Else execute Retrieve(i,m11,m12)
4. If m5 ∈ m12 OR m8 ∈ m12 OR m7 ∈ m11 OR m10 ∈ m11 Then

5. Return Winner
6. Else

7. Return Not a Winner

Algorithm 5 receives the parameters m2,m7,m8,m10, i returned by A along
with the set I of the completed protocol instances and the maximum duration
of G, i.e, t. In Algorithm 5, J declares that A is NOT a Winner if duration
of G played by A exceeds t. Otherwise, J executes Retrieve(i,m11,m12). In
this function, J extracts the location m12 and the set of PHIs m11 from the
database using the value of i. J declares A as the Winner if it finds any of
values m2,m7,m8,m10 returned by A in either in m11 or in m12. Therefore
A may be declared as the Winner if O correctly compute the value of the
parameters m2,m7,m8,m10, i.e., the location or PHI values of MU. Probability
that O can correctly compute at least one correct PHI value in m2 depends
on the probability of determining correct id values from the given ciphertexts
C ′

1, which requires O to solve hash function. According to Birthday Attack
assumption, an id value can be computed from a given C ′

1 with probability
(

1
2

)
k
2 , where k is the length of hash value in bits. And since there is the

need to find l number of id values to compute correct PHI using MDRQ

tree, the probability of computing one correct PHI is
(

1
2

)
lk
2 . For sufficiently

large value of k, this quantity is negligible. For computing correct PHI in
m8, O has to correctly compute the matrix Q from m3, which is encrypted
using the public key PKMU . Hence, the success depends on the hardness
assumption of the encryption scheme used for encrypting matrix Q. The similar
argument can be used in case of m7 and m10. Assuming the hardness property
of the encryption schemes, the probability that none of these values cannot be
guessed is (1−2−d1)×(1−2−d2)×(1−2−d3), where d1 is the total length of all
the values in matrix Q, d2 is total length of all the values in matrix P , and d3 is
the total length of the location parameters x1, x2, x3. Therefore, the probability
that O can successfully compute any one parameter among m2,m7,m8,m10

correctly is P (S) = 1− [(1− 2−
lk
2 )× (1− 2−d1)× (1− 2−d2)× (1− 2−d3)]. For

sufficiently large value of k, d1, d2, d3, this quantity P (S) ≤ ǫ will be negligible
for sufficiently small value of ǫ. Hence, the proposed scheme preserves the
privacy of MU.
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4.3 Formal Security Verification using ProVerif

In order to prove that a protocol is correct, the symbolic model, also known
as Dolev-Yao model [22] is usually used. This symbolic model is an abstract
model, which helps to build automatic verification tools. Many such tools are
used in practice. ProVerif [25], AVISPA [26], and Tamarin [27], etc. are few
such examples of symbolic models. We have used ProVerif to prove that our
proposed framework is secure. The verification summary of Initialization phase
and Emergency Detection phase is shown in the following rectangular box:

(∗ I n i t i a l i z a t i o n and Emergency Detect ion phases ∗)
(∗ s e cu re and pr i va t e channe l s ∗)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Ve r i f i c a t i o n summary :

Query not a t ta cke r (N [ ] ) i s t rue .
The nonce hasn ’ t been r evea l ed to the a t ta cke r
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

∗)

The verification summary of MSP selection phase is shown in the following
rectangular box:

(∗ MSP Se l e c t i o n Phase ∗)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Ve r i f i c a t i o n summary :

Query not a t ta cke r ( x [ ] ) i s t rue . // X IS THE LOCATION ATTRIBUTE

Query not a t ta cke r (u [ ] ) i s t rue . // U IS THE PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTE

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

∗)

The results, shown in the above boxes, conclude that the proposed framework
satisfy the security properties that we aim to achieve.

4.4 Informal Security Analysis of the Proposed Framework

Here, we informally analyze the security and privacy of the proposed frame-
work with the assumption that TA and CS are curious. We prove that our
proposed framework fulfills the security and privacy requirements through the
following claims and their proofs.

Claim 1 : Proposed framework preserves privacy of MU
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Proof: In medical emergency, the framework should not reveal any private
information of MU. However, the location of MU can be revealed to the se-
lected MSP only after completion of the MSP selection task. MU embeds its
current PHI values in C ′

1 through the id values generated using MDRQ tree.
C ′

1 uses hash function to hide these id values. Due to the pre-image resistance
property of hash functions, any adversary A including CS and TA cannot re-
trieve the id values. Thus, PHI information of MU is safe. PHI and location
information of MU are concealed in matrix P,Q, and also they are encrypted
using the public key of MU, PKMU = gβ (Equations 3, 4, 5, 6) to obtain
CLu

, CAu
CLs

, CAs
. We see that, A cannot obtain the location of MU from CLu

due to the hardness of solving the integer factorization problem. Similarly, A
cannot obtain the PHI values of MU from CAu

. A may also try to obtain the
location and/or PHI values from the ciphertexts CLs

and/or CAs
. However,

based on the hardness assumption of cryptanalyzing the encryption algorithm,
there is negligible probability that A can obtain the location and PHI values
exploiting the ciphertexts CLs

and/or CAs
. Similarly, A cannot obtain the

attribute and location information of MSPs. TA may try to correctly generate
d21 to find the distance between MU and MSPs by guessing the location of MU,
(x1, x2, x3). The probability of correct guess is 2−b1 ·2−b2 ·2−b3 = 2−(b1+b2+b3),
where b1, b2, b3 are sizes of x1, x2, x3 respectively. Therefore, the probability
of guessing the MU location is negligible. Thus, the proposed framework pre-
serves privacy of MU.

Claim 2 : The proposed framework preserves integrity requirement.

Proof: In the emergency detection phase, CS verifies the integrity of the re-
ceived information from MU using equation 1. Suppose, the adversary A is
trying to change C ′

1 into C ′′

1 to wrongly predict the emergency of MU. There-
fore, it has to generate correct C ′

2 value for which the integrity verification
would be correct. Since A does not have correct secret key β, it can try to

generate C ′′

2 ← g
1

C′′

1
+β′+N+Ii using some guessed secret key β′. Moreover, A has

to use the same public key PKMU . Otherwise, the emergency prediction will
not be for the actual MU, and which in turn, will not fulfill the objective of A.

However, if β 6= β′, for same public key PKMU , g
1

C′′

1
+β′+N+Ii 6= g

1

C′′

1
+β+N+Ii .

Therefore, the integrity verification will be failed. A may try to guess correct
β. However, the probability of correct guess is negligible considering β is suffi-
ciently large. Thus, A cannot be successful to break the integrity. Similarly, in
MSP selection phase, the MSP and MU verify integrity of the messages com-
municated between them through CS. In all these cases, A without having the
secret key β, cannot break the integrity. Therefore, the proposed framework
preserves the integrity requirement.

Claim 3 : The proposed framework is secure against replay attack

Proof: The adversary A can try to replay a message. For example, an MSP
can attempt to replay the value of an old Cs for which the MSP was selected
in an old session for the same user. However, the CS will reject this message
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as the value of N used in this message is not same as the value used in the
current session. In emergency detection phase, old alert can be replayed by an
outside attacker, which will be rejected by MU as the value of N used in the
replayed message will not be the same with the value of N used in the current
session. Similarly, any replayed message will be rejected by the respective
entities responsible for verification of the messages before their acceptance.
Thus, the proposed framework is secure against replay attack.

Claim 4 : The proposed framework is secure against message forgery attack by

the adversaries including CS

Proof: In message forgery attack, the intended recipient receives a fabricated
message instead of original message. As an example, the adversaries including
CS may try to create a forged message EPKMU

(P ) , EPKMU
(Q) , PKMU , N,

H, H1 and broadcast this message to all MSPs. However, this message will not
be accepted. Because the outside adversaries neither have the master secret
key MS nor the secret key of CS. Therefore, the advantage in generating the
signatures H,H1 are negligible. Having the secret key, CS can generate the
valid signature H1. However, it cannot generate the valid signature H as it
does not have the secret key MS. Therefore, the proposed framework provides
protection against forgery attack.

Claim 5 : The proposed framework is secure against power leakage attack

Proof: In this type of attacks, attacker attempts to make MU unnecessarily
engage in computations that drains the limited power of MU. As the battery
power of MUs is limited, malicious agents may try to send fake Emergency
alerts in the Emergency Detection Phase to drain the power by involving MU
in unnecessary computations. In the proposed framework, MU uses nonce value
N to detect any such attempt. MU sends this value to CS after encryption
using the secret key of CS. Therefore, only the CS can decrypt this value and
use this value to send the alert message. Since the outside adversaries do not
have the secret key, they cannot decrypt N . These adversaries can guess a
value and send that value as the alert message. However, the probability of
guessing a value such that the corresponding value of N will be correct is
negligible.Therefore, MU will reject the fake alerts, and will not perform any
further computations. This can prevent the power leakage due to fake alerts.

5 Performance Analysis of Proposed Framework

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed framework in terms
of security, computation and communication requirement. We then compare
the performance of our proposed framework with the framework proposed in
[4]. We use only [4] for the comparison because this is the lone existing work,
which handles the MSP selection problem.
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5.1 Security and Privacy

A summary of comparative security features present in the current work and
in [4] is given in Table 2.

Table 2 Security and Privacy Comparison

a b c d e
Proposed framework Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Protocol in [4] No Yes Yes No No

a: Confidentiality, b: Integrity, c: Replay attack, d: Power Leakage, e: Message
forgery.

From this comparison, we can conclude that the proposed framework in
this paper has outperformed the work in [4].

5.2 Computation

We first compute the number of operations used by the entities present in the
proposed framework in this paper. Table 3 illustrates this computation.

Table 3 Number of various operations used in the proposed framework

Operation MU MSP CS TA

← 21n+ 5 n2 + 8n 1 1
+ 32n+ 1 n2 + n n

× n2 + n+ 12 n3 + n2 + 13n 20n 10n
÷ 10n − − −
⊕ − − 10n −
∧ 20n − − 20n+ 2
compare n

2
+ 2 − 25n −

‖ 2n − −
random no. 1 − − 3
matrix gen. n2 + 32 − − −
matrix inv. n2 + 32 − − −
key-pair gen. 1 n 1 −
hash 10n+ 1 n 10n 20n
Ek () 10n+ 3 n2 + 5n 2 −
Dk () 4 1 1 −
pairing func. − − 20n 10n
homo. Ek () 2 2n − −
homo. × 2 − 2 −
homo. scalar × 1 − 1 −
MDRQ tree 1 − − 1

Table 3 shows that MU needs to perform many computations in case of an
emergency. However, this computations have ensured the security and privacy
of the proposed framework.
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Fig. 4 Time taken during Emergency Detection Phase

5.2.1 Phase wise Time Comparison

Based on the number of operations performed by every component, we have
computed the execution time of the proposed framework using Intel Core 2,
1.83 GHz CPU. We plot the time taken by different phases of our proposed
framework and the scheme proposed in Yu’s framework [4]. The time compar-
ison for emergency detection phase, and MSP selection phase are shown in
Fig. 4 and 5 respectively. To ensure more security and privacy, computation
in MSP selection phase in the proposed framework is higher compared to the
scheme proposed in [4], as it is illustrated through the graph in Fig. 5. How-
ever, in the emergency detection phase, our framework performs much better
than the scheme in [4], as illustrated in Fig. 4.

5.3 Communication

In this section, comparison of number of communications that take place for
MU has been provided. Assumptions on number of bits of different elements,
that are used for communication, are as shown in the Table 4. The number
of communications for MU in our proposed framework and the scheme in [4]
are shown in Fig. 6. We observe that our proposed framework always takes
much lower communication overhead for MU than it’s counterpart in Yu’s
framework [4].
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Fig. 5 Time taken during MSP selection Phase

Table 4 Assumptions on size of different entities used in communication

Element Size in bits

PHI id 32
MDRQ tree node 32
PUID[4] 128
Random numbers 1024
Ii 32
δi 1024
Normal 128
$ 128
C1, C2, C

′

1, C
′

1 128
Matrix elements 32
Group elements 32
Key 1024
Ciphertext 1024
Plaintext 1024
Hash output 128

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have identified that a trusted third party is being utilized to
select an appropriate MSP for a medical user in medical emergency. However,
the internal agents of the third party may be curious and hence the privacy
of MU can be leaked through this component. Moreover, if this component is
failed, the entire system will suffer one point failure problem. Therefore, we
have proposed a privacy preserved MSP selection framework, which can avoid
these problems. Analysis in this paper reveals that the proposed framework
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Fig. 6 Number of Communications done by MU

outperforms the existing work in terms of security and privacy. However, in
our proposed framework, the devices implanted in MU needs to perform more
computations. As the future work, we will try to reduce this computation
overhead.
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